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Abstract 
Strategic orientations play an important role for firms’ success. In this thesis the interplay of a 

firm’s service-dominant orientation (SDO) and entrepreneurial orientation (EO) is 

intestigated. Both orientations can co-exist in firms and are particularly relevant in today’s 

business environment due to their focus on value co-creation and innovation respectively. 

Advancing strategic marketing thought, this thesis introduces an orientation matrix, 

comprising four strategic types that results from various combinations of EO and SDO: 

Proactive Co-creators, Conservative Co-creators, Proactive Dominators, and Conservative 

Dominators. In addition to delineating these strategic types, contextual circumstances in 

which each of these strategic combinations is assumed to be particularly well suited, implying 

positive performance consequences is proposed. Based on these strategic types, the 

differential and complementary impact of SDO and EO on business performance is 

investigated by surveying top-managers across firms in Sweden and Denmark. Overall, this 

thesis is aiming at significantly advance the marketing and strategy literature, and empirically 

test the differential and complementary impact SDO and EO have on business performance.  
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1.0 Introduction 
In an ever more rapidly changing business environment firms need the right sets of 

capabilities and entrepreneurial approach in order to be competitive. A firm’s strategic 

orientation thereby sets priorities for certain capabilities or constellations of capabilities 

(Kandemir et al. 2006). For example, the recently introduced service-dominant 

orientation (SDO) in marketing focuses on capabilities that facilitate and enhance the 

co-creation of value with service ecosystem partners (Karpen et al. 2012; Karpen et al. 

2015). Specifically, relational, ethical, individuated, empowered, developmental and 

concerted interaction capabilities manifest a firm’s co-creation potential and respective 

orientation. Given the importance of co-creating value for business success (e.g. 

Prahalad & Ramaswamy 2004; Ramaswamy & Gouillart 2010), and the seminal 

theoretical impact of service-dominant logic (SDL; Vargo & Lusch 2008), the role of 

and interest in SDO as a strategic orientation is likely to significantly increase.  

Strategic orientations, however, do not necessarily exist in a pure or exclusive form. 

Indeed, organizational routines can rarely be entirely explained by a single strategic 

orientation given emerging priorities and strategic developments. Hence, strategic 

organizational endeavors can be more comprehensively understood as combinations of 

orientations. While marketing theory and practice are currently converging towards the 

notion of co-creating value as central success factor, for example by way of 

implementing SDO, the dominant orientation in the management literature remains EO. 

Given the relative newness of the SDO concept, research has yet to investigate the SDO 

and EO concepts simultaneously, and the resulting strategic combinations.  

 

In this thesis, focus will be put on Service-Dominant orientation (SDO) and 

entrepreneurial orientation (EO). These two constructs have been developed parallel to 

each other based on two different schools of thought, namely Service-Dominant logic 

and Entrepreneurship-theory.  The differential and complementary impact of 

Entrepreneurial Orientation and Service-Dominant Orientation, across firms in Sweden 

and Denmark will be investigated. It is my hope that this thesis will enhance the 

understanding of the relationship between EO and SDO, shedding light on their 

combined and individual impact on business performance. Contributing both on a 
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theoretical and managerial level by advancing the understanding of the factors, which 

make companies successful by investigating them in combination. This is something 

that, to my knowledge, has not been done before.  

 

Data will be collected through surveying managers in companies listed on the OMX 

stock exchanges in Sweden and Denmark.  

  

1.1 Research questions 

By surveying top managers in Swedish and Danish companies, I hope to answer the two 

following questions:  

 

• What is the relative impact of each orientation’s performance?  

• What is the optimal configuration/combination of SDO/EO within the matrix?  
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2.0 Literature Review 
The purpose of this chapter is to present the underlying logic of the two orientations 

focused on in this thesis, Service-Dominant Orientation and Entrepreneurial 

Orientation. The background and theoretical foundation of these orientations will first 

be discussed separately and then the relationship between the two will be discussed and 

enlightened in a two-by-two matrix presenting four strategic types. 

 

2.1 SERVICE-DOMINANT LOGIC 
Service Dominant logic (SDL), introduced by Vargo and Lusch (2004), is a relatively 

new perspective when it comes to understanding the marketing phenomena, and is 

based on ten founding principles (FP’s) developed in 2004 and refined in 2008 by 

Vargo and Lusch (2004; 2008 p. 7).  

 

• FP1: “service is the fundamental basis of exchange.”  

• FP2:  “Indirect exchange masks the fundamental basis of exchange.”  

• FP3: ”Goods are a distribution mechanism for service provision” 

• FP4: “Operant resources are the fundamental source of competitive advantage.” 

(Operant resources represent knowledge and skills) 

• FP5: ”all economies are service economies”  

• FP6: “the customer is always a co-creator of value.” 

• FP7: “The enterprise can not deliver value, but only offer value propositions.” 

• FP8: “A service-centered view is inherently customer oriented and relational.” 

• FP9: “All social and economic actors are resource integrators.” 

• FP10: “Value is always uniquely and phenomenolgically determined by the 

beneficiary”   

 

Since Vargo and Lusch introduced SDL in their article “Evolving to a New Dominant 

Logic for Marketing” in 2004 the field has been picked up and elaborated considerably. 

Vargo and Lusch (2014 p. 240) define service as the “process of one actor using its 

resources for the benefit of another”. Traditionally the customer is seen a consumer of 

value provided in the form of goods or services, which has been refined by companies. 

This is something that is questioned in SDL where value is something 
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phenomenologically determined by the beneficiary; companies cannot create value, they 

can only facilitate the customer’s value creation, which is both subjective and 

contextually based (Vargo and Lusch 2008).  Customers are always co-creators of 

value, this is true in all exchanges, and therefor service is the ”fundamental basis of 

exchange” and all economies are seen as service economies (Vargo and Lusch 2008 

p6). Services are exchanged for services. Goods in themselves have no value; they are 

seen as distributors of service provision that can facilitate the customer’s value creation. 

Value co-creation is a resource integrating process where actors within a value network 

depend and benefit from each other to create value (Vargo and Lusch 2008).   

 

All value network partners are important in the value co-creation process and they form 

service ecosystems which Lusch and Vargo (2014) defines as a ‘‘relatively self-

contained, self-adjusting systems of resource-integrating actors that are connected by 

shared institutional logics and mutual value creation through service exchange’’. Value 

creation in this context does not have an end goal, instead it should be seen as an 

ongoing process. In SDL markets can be seen as temporary service ecosystem where a 

group of resource-integrating actors has institutionalized a certain co-creation process to 

provide a certain solution to a human problem. For example the car industry could be 

seen as an institutionalized co-creation process for solving a transportation and a status 

signaling problem. Since value is phenomenological determined, individual customers 

subjectively determine the problem solved in a certain context.    

Because of the nature of SDL a company’s competitive advantage is their operant 

resources; that is their skills and knowledge, but also other value network partners skills 

and knowledge. The company that has the best skills and knowledge and value network 

partners to offer attractive value propositions and facilitate the customer’s value co-

creation of these will enjoy a competitive advantage according to SDL (Vargo and 

Lusch 2008).  

 

2.2  SERVICE-DOMINANT ORIENTATION 
Service-Dominant orientation (SDO) is a second-order construct introduced by Karpen 

et al. (2012) and is based on SDL.  The article “Linking Service-Dominant Logic and 

Strategic Business Practice: A Conceptual Model of a Service-Dominant Orientation” 

by Karpen et al. (2012) focuses on developing an understanding of how SDL is 
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manifested in practice. SDO moves focus from what role the firm has in a service 

ecosystem to focusing on how to actually implement co-creation practices with value 

network partners in practice. If SDL is the “what” then SDO is the “how” when 

applying a Service-Dominant perspective. Focus is put on accessing capabilities that 

strengthens the firm’s ability to “facilitate and enhance mutually beneficial interaction 

and resource integration processes with individual actors within the service system” 

(Karpen et al. 2015 p. 91) With SDL as the foundation of their research, Karpen et al. 

(2012) proposes six necessary capabilities to facilitate and enhance value co-creation 

through resource integration, and by that create a competitive advantage (Karpen et al. 

2012).  The six capabilities proposed are 1) Individuated interaction capability, 2) 

Relational interaction capability, 3) Ethical interaction capability, 4) Empowered 

interaction capability, 5) Developmental interaction capability, and 6) Concerted 

interaction capability.  These capabilities are each explained below.  

 
Dimension Definition 
Individuated Interaction  
Capability  

“Individuated interaction capability is defined as an organization’s ability to 
understand the resource integration processes, contexts, and desired 
outcomes of individual customers and other value network partners.” 
(Karpen et al. 2012 p. 25).  
 

Relational Interaction 
Capabilitty 

“Relational interaction capability is defined as an organization’s ability to 
enhance the connection of social and emotional links with customers and other 
value network partners.” (Karpen et al. 2012 p. 26) 
 

Ethical Interaction 
Capability  

“Ethical interaction capability is defined as an organization’s ability to act in a 
fair and nonopportunistic way toward its customers and other value network 
partners.” (Karpen et al. 2012 p. 27) 
 

Empowered Interaction 
Capability 

“Empowered interaction capability is defined as an organization’s ability to 
enable its customers and other value network partners to shape the nature and 
content of exchange.” (Karpen et al. 2012 p. 28) 
 

Developmental 
Interaction Capability 

“Developmental interaction capability is defined as an organization’s ability to 
assist customers and other value network partners’ knowledge and competence 
development.” (Karpen et al. 2012 p. 29) 
 

Concerted Interaction 
Capability 

“Concerted interaction capability is defined as an organization’s ability to 
facilitate coordinated and integrated service processes with customers and 
value network partners.” (Karpen et al. 2012 p. 30)  
 

 

 

2.2.1 Individuated Interaction Capability 

Since value in SDL is context-based, the firm’s ability to understand and integrate the 

value-creating processes within the value-network becomes crucial. Furthermore the 

firm also needs to understand the expectations and desired outcomes of both individual 
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customers and partners within the value co-creation process. (Karpen et al. 2015).   If a 

firm better understands each individual value network partner they are better equipped 

to help them with their agendas and goals within the process, and thereby make the 

value-creation process better as a whole. Having a well developed individuated 

interaction capability could also help a firm prioritize better, since it gives the firm a 

better idea of the relative importance of different efforts. 

 

2.2.2 Relational Interaction Capability 

An important aspect of S-D orientation is the firm’s ability to take the customers view 

as a starting point in the relationship and to see the customers as a partner in the co-

creation process (Karpen et al. 2012). The relationship has to be on the customer’s 

terms and it is important to be able to relate to different customers, seeing each as a 

unique individual. By seeing each customer individually, each relationship will be 

unique, and the optimal quality and intensity of the relationship will therefor vary 

depending on the specific customer in a given context (Karpen et al. 2012).  This is true 

both dealing with organizations as customers and individuals. The communication 

should not only be one-sided, a firm needs to be able to relate to the counterpart and 

engage in a dialogue, the frequency and intensity of this dialogue should be decided by 

the customer.  

 

2.2.3 Ethical Interaction Capability 

One of the main ideas behind S-D logic is that of co-creation of value. With this way of 

thinking value is not something that is created just for one actor within the process, the 

value should be gained by all the actors, which are creating this together. Following this 

line of thought, firms should not benefit at the expense of the customer but rather 

together with the customer (Karpen et al. 2012). This demands having a transparent 

process where partners within the co-creation process trust each other not to abuse their 

power or to be dishonest (Karpen et al. 2012). Since so many aspects are out of the 

firm’s authority in a value network, cooperation has to build on a mutual understanding 

between the value network partners.  
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2.2.4 Empowered Interaction Capability 

In S-D orientation customers and other value network partners are seen as operant 

resources in the value creation. Customers are not just seen as a part offering financial 

resources; they are also contributing with skills and knowledge in the co-creation 

process (Karpen et al. 2012). It is therefor important to empower customers and other 

value network partners and work together with them in order to make the co-creation 

process as efficient and effective as possible. Having skillful and knowledgeable 

network partners helps create a more competitive value-network.  All the skills and 

knowledge within the value network helps to build the firm’s competitive advantage.  

 

2.2.5 Developmental Interaction Capability 

Developmental interaction capability, focus on the firms ability to educate customers 

and value network-partners by knowledge-sharing to increase the value actors are 

getting out of the co-creation process and that resources are used as efficient as possible 

(Karpen et al. 2012).  Value is co-created by all actors within a value-network, hence 

the operant resources of all actors are important in the co-creation process. Therefor the 

ability of a firm to develop the skills of knowledge of these actors becomes an 

important capability.  

 

2.2.6 Concerted Interaction Capability  

Concerted interaction capability is about making the co-creation as efficient and 

effective as possible, by considering all value network-partners (Karpen et al. 2012). A 

firm has to be able to understand the value creation partners’ capabilities and how these 

are used individually and in relation with each other. This is done by designing and 

managing service platforms where value network-partners can interact and integrate 

resources efficiently (Karpen et al. 2012). The concerted interaction capability can be 

seen as a firm’s ability to engineer and manage service ecosystems.  It is this capability 

that helps the firm to take advantage- and make the most out of the other SDO-

capabilities.  

2.3 ENTREPRENEURSHIP 
Entrepreneurship is a field that has been researched intensely during the last decades, 

and has been defined in many different way; however many agree with Lumpkin and 

Dess (1996) that it is a field mainly focused on new entry; “the act of launching a new 
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venture”. This can be done both in new and existing markets with new or existing goods 

or services (Lumpkin and Dess 1996). While the act of new entry describes what 

entrepreneurship is, it does not describe how, it is from this “how” that Entrepreneurial 

Orientation takes its starting point trying to describe the process of entrepreneurship and 

link it to performance. Miller’s (1983) defined what sets entrepreneurial firms apart 

from others, which is the definition that Anderson et al. (2014) also are using in their 

article “Reconceptualizing Entrepreneurial Orientation”:  

 
“Entrepreneurial firms are those that pursue innovation, aggressively enter new markets, and 

accept a measure of strategic and financial risk in the pursuit of new opportunities (…) an 

entrepreneurial firm should exhibit all three strategic components with some degree of 

simultaneity” (Anderson et al. 2014 p. 2) 
 

2.4 ENTREPRENEURIAL ORIENTATION 
Research within the field of Entrepreneurial Orientation (EO) has been developed for 

over 30 years now, influenced by Miller’s (1983) paper ‘The correlates of 

entrepreneurship in three types of firms’.  EO is in most research treated as a firm-level 

construct of entrepreneurship (Covin and Wales 2012) where EO is treated as process 

and moves focus from describing what the firm is, to describing how it acts. This is an 

important distinction because of as Miller (2011) states, “it separates the ‘what’ from 

the ‘how.’” EO can be seen as “a firm’s posture towards entrepreneurship” investigating 

the relationship between EO and business performance (Anderson et al. 2014 p. 1).    Or 

as Rauch et al. (2009) states it:  

 
”(…) EO may be viewed as the entrepreneurial strategy-making processes that key decision makers 

use to enact their firm’s organizational purpose, sustain its vision, and create competitive 

advantage(s).”  

 

The basis for measuring the firm’s entrepreneurial orientation was initially proposed by 

Miller (1983) by looking at three indicators: the firm’s innovativeness, risk-taking, and 

proactiveness. Lumpkin and Dess (1996) added two more indicators to the EO 

construct, which are competitive aggressiveness, considering proactiveness as more 

client- and future-focused and autonomy. These indicators are applied when accessing 

the firm’s “decision-making practices, managerial philosophies, and strategic 

behaviors” in order to determine to which degree the firm is entrepreneurial oriented 
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(Anderson et al. 2014 p. 1).  Research has shown that more entrepreneurial oriented 

firms tend to outperform their conservative peers (Anderson et al. 2014).  Anderson et 

al. (2014) argues that EO is both an attitudinal and a behavioral phenomenon, and it is 

important to separate these two dimensions. This adds complexity when measuring EO 

since indicators – depending on if they are behavioral or attitudinal - can have different 

antecedents and also be mutually reinforcing (Anders et al. 2014). Looking at a firm’s 

attitude towards proactiveness and innovativeness would not be very valid in accessing 

a firms EO, since it is not the attitude but the acts of being proactive and innovative that 

makes a firm entrepreneurial oriented. To deal with this problem, Anderson et al. (2014 

p. 4) re-conceptualize the definition of EO:  

 
“We define EO as a second-order, firm-level construct comprised of two lower-order dimensions: 

entrepreneurial behaviors (encompassing innovativeness and proactiveness), and managerial 

attitude towards risk (risk taking). “  

 

The entrepreneurial behaviors are seen at a firm level, considering a firm’s product 

development, processes and business development. The managerial attitude is 

considering the top management’s attitude towards risk-taking in strategic questions 

(Anderson et al. 2014).  Anderson et al. (2014 p. 6) recognizes two critical requirements 

in order to classify a firm as entrepreneurial:  

 
“The first such requirement is that a firm must engage in entrepreneurial behaviors that involve the 

pursuit of new ideas, processes, and technologies, and that a firm must aggressively seek to 

commercialize those ideas by extending its boundaries to new product/market domains. The 

second requirement in classifying entrepreneurial firms is temporal stability—firms must engage 

in entrepreneurial behaviors with some reasonable consistency across time.” 

 

An external factor such as environmental hostility on markets where there is high 

competition, and a low amount of exploitable opportunities has generally been seen as a 

factor negatively affecting EO. Since these conditions forces companies to pursue tried-

and-true strategies instead of acting entrepreneurial (Anderson et al. 2014). But by 

breaking down the indicators into the two dimensions of behavioral and attitudinal, 

Anderson et al. (2014) argues that it is only the behavioral aspects of the firm that are 

negatively impacted whereas the attitudes of the managers (which are more stable in 

nature) are not being impacted. This is in an example of why the re-conceptualized 

definition of EO is a more valid construct in measuring a firms EO.  
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Although following Anderson et al. (2014) reconceptualization of EO  two other 

indicators; competitive aggressiveness and autonomy presented by Lumpkin and Dess 

(1996) will be used in the EO construct. Both ‘autonomy’ and ‘competitive 

aggressiveness’ will be considered as behavioral resources together with 

‘innovativeness’ and ‘proactiveness’. Dess and Lumpkin (2005) proposes following five 

dimensions: 

 
Dimension Definition 
Autonomy ”Independent action by an individual or team aimed at bringing forth a 

business concept or vision and carrying it through to completion.” (Dess and 
Lumpkin 2005 p. 148).  
 

Innovativeness ”A willingness to introduce newness and novelty through experimentation and 
creative processes aimed at developing new products and services, as well as 
new processes ” (Dess and Lumpkin 2005 p. 148) 
 
”Innovativeness refers to a firm’s inclination to engage in and support new 
ideas, creative processes and experimentation that may result in new products, 
services or technological processes. ” (Morgan et al. 2014 p. 6) 
 
”an ability to produce innovations, the strength of this ability is typically 
assessed through the existence of particular innovation process outcomes, such 
as new product introductions ” (Covin and Miller 2014 p. 15) 
 

Proactiveness ”A forward-looking perspective characteristic of a marketplace leader that has 
the foresight to seize opportunities in anticipation of future demand” (Dess 
and Lumpkin 2005 p. 148)  

“…refers to being involved in forward-looking, first- mover, advantage-
seeking efforts to shape the environment, in order to beat competitors in 
introducing new products, services or technologies to the market ” (Morgan et 
al. 2014 p. 6) 

 
Competitive 
Aggressiveness 

”An intense effort to outperform industry rivals. It is characterized by a 
combative posture or an aggressive response aimed at improving position or 
overcoming a threat in a competitive marketplace”  (Dess and Lumpkin 2005 
p. 148) 
 

Risk-taking Attitudes towards “Making decisions and taking action without certain 
knowledge of probable outcomes; some undertakings may also involve 
making substantial resource commitments in the process of venturing 
forward” (Dess and Lumpkin 2005 p. 148) Risk taking is here changed from 
being a behavioral dimension to an attitudinal in accordance with Anderson et 
al. (2014).  
 
”…refers to a willingness to take bold action by venturing into the unknown, 
and to make large and uncertain resource commitments that may be costly in 
terms of failure” (Morgan et al. 2014 p. 6)  

 

It has been debated whether these dimensions co-vary or not, and if EO is a 

multidimensional or one-dimensional construct, however most research are arguing that 
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EO is multidimensional construct where all the dimensions do not co-vary (Dess and 

Lumpkin 2005). This is also in line with Anderson et al. (2014) dividing the dimensions 

into behavioral and attitudinal. The five dimensions will now be described more in 

depth.  

 

 

2.4.1 Autonomy 

It is not enough for companies just to support innovation within the organization, top 

management has to enable and stimulate individual entrepreneurial efforts throughout 

the organization so that it becomes a part of the culture (Dess and Lumpkin 2005). Dess 

and Lumpkin (2005) argues that an “idea must pass through two critical stages or it may 

never get off the ground: project definition and project impetus.” The project definition 

stage is about assessing the idea in terms of alignment with overall strategy of the firm 

and attractiveness to potential customers. Furthermore to reach impetus, the strategy and 

economies of the project has to be accepted by senior management. Creating a climate 

for autonomy can for example de done by applying so called “skunkworks” which is 

time employee get to spend outside their regular work to develop own ideas and work 

with projects of their choice (Dess and Lumpkin 2005).  

 

2.4.2 Innovativeness 

Innovativeness is about a firm’s ability to find new opportunities and solutions. A firm 

requires creativity and experimentation to come up with new products, services or 

improved technological processes (Dess and Lumpkin 2005). The process of innovation 

involves a great risk, because the effort you put in might not pay off. It is not certain 

that a market accepts the solutions, or another company might come up with an even 

better solution. Since the outcome is uncertain of the research and development efforts, 

many companies might cut the budget on this in times of economic downturn (Dess and 

Lumpkin 2005). 

 

2.4.3 Proactiveness 

Proactiveness is referring to the firm’s ability to see opportunities and act upon them 

before the competitors (Dess and Lumpkin 2005). By being first out with a new 

product, service or technology, the firm can gain a first-mover advantage setting the 
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standards and develop an infrastructure before it’s competitors have caught up. A first 

mover can also enjoy setting a higher price initially (Dess and Lumpkin 2005). 

However being a first-mover is not always beneficial, it is not certain that the markets 

are ready or potential customers understand the product. It is therefor very important for 

a proactive company to have the ability to monitor and understand its environment 

(Dess and Lumpkin 2005).  

 

2.4.4 Competitve Aggressiveness 

”Competitive agressiveness refers to a firm's efforts to outperform its industry rivals. ” 

(Dess and Lumpkin 2005).  The difference between proactiveness and competitive 

aggressiveness is that the latter is more focused on competing on the market, and 

battling with its competitors. It could for example be by aggressive pricing or 

acquisitions strategies to gain market shares rather than becoming more profitable (Dess 

and Lumpkin 2005). Or as Lumpkin and Dess (2001) states it in the executive summary 

of their article:  

“Proactiveness refers to how firms relate to market opportunities by seizing initiative in the marketplace; 

competitive aggressiveness refers to how firms react to competitive trends and demands that already exist 

in the marketplace. ” 

It could also be a firm’s ability to copy technologies or concepts which the successfully 

compete with on the market. A firm’s ability to leverage on the opportunities that their 

innovative and proactive capabilities create is also seen as part of the competitive 

aggressiveness capability (Dess and Lumpkin 2005).  Being too aggressive can harm a 

companies reputation, this capability is therfor very context based and should usually be 

done moderately (Dess and Lumpkin 2005).  

2.4.5 Risk-taking 

Dess and Lumpkin (2005) proposes risk-taking as a firm behavioral capabilities, 

Anderson et al. (2014) however, argues that risk-taking should be seen as a attitudinal 

measure, since the risks taken by the firm might not always correlate with the mangers 

attitude towards risk. A managers attitude towards risk is a more stable and long lasting 

measure and should therefor more accurately measure a firms behavior over time 

(Anderson et al. 2014).  Instead of referring the capability of risk-taking as   “a firm’s 

willingness to venture opportunity even though it does not know whether the venture 
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will be successful and to act boldly without knowing the consequences.” as Dess and 

Lumpkin (2005) do, risk-taking will be referred to a manager’s attitude towards 

pursuing new opportunities without knowing the consequences or if the new venture 

would be successful.  

2.4.6 Different Perspectives of EO 

It should be noted that EO is not a unified field, neither in regards to defining EO nor 

how to measure its impact on business performance (Covin and Wales 2012). When it 

comes to how to measure EO; Lumpkin and Dess (2005) argues for a five-dimensional 

construct while Anderson et al. (2014) argues for a three dimensional construct where 

attitudinal and behavioral dimensions are divided to make the construct more accurate. 

Most literature have traditionally not proposed EO as a multidimensional construct, 

however it has become more common in more recent articles (Rauch et al. 2009). Rauch 

et al. (2009) argue that the reasoning behind the choice of how to measure EO should be 

based on if the dimensions co-vary or not, if there is a strong co-variation, a one-

dimensional construct is chosen, whereas if the opposite is true, a multidimensional is 

most likely to be chosen. This is line with Wales et al. (2011) who argue that “the 

choice between one-dimensional versus multidimensional conceptualizations should be 

driven by the research question being investigated”.  Findings by Lumpkin and Dess 

(2001) indicate that environmental conditions have a big impact on EO and that the 

dimensions tend to have different impact on performance depending on these 

conditions. An example of this is that competitive aggressiveness and proactiveness do 

not tend to co-vary in turbulent environments (Lumpkin and Dess 2001). 
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3.0 The Conceptual Relationship Between SDO and EO 
Both SDO and EO are second order firm-level constructs proposing organizational 

resources necessary for firms to be successful in SDO or EO and link this to 

performance.  Both orientations have a market driving and entrepreneurial perspective 

but the thinking behind differs and therefor also the proposed solutions. There is little 

overlap of key organizational resources proposed in the different orientations and 

research has showed in both fields that these resources can be linked to business 

performance (Karpen et al. 2015; Rauch et al. 2009). 

 

So what are the differences and similarities of of EO and SDO? To assess this I will 

start with comparing the key organizational dimensions of the orientations.  If looking 

at EO’s autonomy and SDO’s empowered interaction capability, you can see that they 

share similarities in the sense that both are focused on empowering actors in their work. 

The big differences here is that while empowered interaction capability encompasses all 

value network partners (external and internal), autonomy only encompasses actors 

within the organization.  EO’s innovativeness is ultimately about a firm’s inclination to 

engage in processes with the aim to develop new products, services or processes 

(Morgan et al. 2014).  Although innovativeness is not one of the core capabilities in 

SDO, one could argue that the individuated interaction capability, developmental 

interaction capability, and concerted interaction capability are all facilitators of 

innovative behavior. These SDO-capabilities help the firm to develop, understand and 

maintain service processes (Karpent et al. 2012).  However one should note that there is 

no specific focus on innovative processes in any of these capabilities. EO’s 

organizational resources proactiveness, competitive aggressiveness and risk-taking are 

all competitive resources with focus on the firm’s behaviors (proactiveness and 

competitive aggressiveness) and attitude (risk-taking) in relation to its environment 

while all of the SDO-capabilities are integrated within the firm’s environment; the 

service-ecosystem.  The capabilities of SDO are helping a company compete together 

with partners as a part of a value-network, whereas the organizational resources of EO 

are more focused on facilitating new entry using internal skills and knowledge to 

penetrate an external environment rather than being a part of it. SDO promote 

interaction with value network partners and is less focused on general tendencies of 

risk-taking, aggressiveness and innovativeness. SDO is about putting a strategic priority 
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into interaction with a customer centric approach for mutual benefits. EO, on the other 

hand, is more focused on firm focused resources such as risk-taking, innovativeness, 

proactiveness, autonomy and competitive aggressiveness. Customer centricity can still 

be a part of an EO, mainly in terms of proactiveness, but the main goal is firm benefit 

rather than mutual benefit.  By using Saeed et al. (2015) terminology of inside-out and 

outside-in orientations, one can conclude that EO is leaning more towards an inside-out 

orientation whereas SDO is leaning more towards an outside-in orientation: 

 
”The inside-out and outside-in orientations place differing levels of emphasis on internal versus external 

resources and capabilities as sources of competitive advantage. While the insideout orientation primarily 

considers organizational resources, followed by competitors and customers (implicitly), the outside-in 

orientation appears to reverse the order by first examining customers and competitors and then the degree 

to which the firm responds to them, implicitly addressing organizational resources. ” (Saeed et al. 2015 

p.121)  

 

This also corresponds with the view of Julian (2014 p.66) who argues that highly 

entrepreneurial oriented firms are likely to be technology-driven rather than market-

driven and can therefor be seen as having an inside-out perspective.  

 

Another way to shed a light on the relationship between EO and SDO is by looking at 

the “exploiting” and “exploring” dimensions of their resources. The exploiting 

dimension is about predictability and reliability and helps the firm to be efficient and 

have routines (Day 2011). The exploring dimension is about exploring new possibilities 

through “experimentation, discovery, risk taking, and flexibility” (Day 2011).  By 

adding the inside-out and outside-in dimension Day (2011) has developed a matrix with 

four different types of capabilities, whereas the two of interest when looking at EO and 

SDO would be “Dynamic capabilities” and “Adaptive marketing capabilities”. The 

dynamic capabilities are exploring with an inside-out focus that is similar to the key 

resources within EO, the adaptive marketing capabilities are exploring with an outside-

in focus similar to the capabilities of SDO.  It is important to balance the capabilities, 

but as resources are scarce a company cannot fully focus on all areas and have to 

prioritize between them.  

 
“The inside-out stance of the dynamic capabilities approach inevitably limits the ability of the firm to 

anticipate rapid market shifts and become more resilient in the face of increasing volatility and 
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complexity. What are needed are adaptive capabilities that augment and extend the existing dynamic 

capabilities so that rapid adjustments can be made.” (Day 2011 p. 188) 

 

Day (2011) argues that there is a need for adaptive marketing capabilities because of the 

increasing complexity in market demand, which is causing a gap between firms’ 

capabilities, and the market demand. However it is important to note that there has to be 

a balance between different capabilities.  Dynamic capabilities helps firms develop 

“systematic sensing and scanning” with an inside-out focus on fitness and effectiveness 

(Day  2011). Whereas adaptive capabilities helps firms develop “experimental learning” 

with an outside-in focus on anticipation and response (Day 2011).  

 

Both SDO and EO are related to the resource based view (Karpen et al. 2012; Kollmann 

and Stöckmann 2014), which is promoting the importance of the value, rarity, 

inimitability, and organization (VRIO) of core capabilities to create competitive 

advantage. Using resource based view as an underlying logic creates a common ground 

for comparing differences and commonalities between the two orientations. The 

orientations’ different views on which resources are key for a firm’s success, and the 

fact that both have been able to link their orientation to performance make them 

theoretically relevant to study in combination. This is something that to my knowledge 

has not been done before. Investigating the differential and complementary impact of 

EO and SDO and link it to performance can help firms develop knowledge concerning 

how to allocate their resources efficiently and effectively. In figure 1 below, a matrix is 

created, which will be used to analyze and map the companies surveyed into four 

different types of organizations based on their EO and SDO capabilities.  The X-axis of 

the matrix measures degree of EO whereas the Y-axis measures degree of SDO.  The 

surveyed firms will be divided into 1) High EO & Low SDO, 2) High EO & High SDO, 

3) Low EO & High SDO, and 4) Low EO & Low SDO (see figure 1).  These different 

combinations of EO and SDO will be further elaborated as different strategic types. The 

goal of a business strategy is to achieve a competitive advantage (Slater and Olson 

2000). To which degree the different types are successful and under what circumstances 

will be hypothesized and thereafter tested by linking the strategy types to business 

performance by using financial, market and innovation performance indicators.  
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3.2 Firm Strategic Types 
 

The different combinations of EO and SDO will now be described as different firm 

types namely 1) Proactive Dominators (high EO, low SDO), 2) Proactive Co-creators 

(high EO, high SDO), 3) Conservative Dominators (low EO, low SDO), and 4) 

Conservative Co-creators (low EO, high SDO). The complementary and differential 

effects of EO and SDO will be discussed for each firm type and under which 

circumstances the firm type is likely to be successful.   

 

Which orientation or combination of orientations that has the best impact on business 

performance will most likely be dependent on environmental factors.  Matsuno and 

Mentzer (2000) argue that a firm adapts its strategy to the environment, with this logic 

in mind, a firm strategy success would also depend on to which extent the firm 

perceives its environment correctly.  SDO as a more outward looking orientation than 

EO could work as a complementary orientation helping EO firms to use their resources 

more effectively.  
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“…segmentation models may vary in purpose and that segment targets should be evaluated not 

simply in the conventional terms of external market attractiveness, but also in terms of 'internal 

compatibility' with the structure and processes of the organization in question.” (Piercy & Morgan 

1993 p.123) 

By following Piercy and Morgan (1993), three general environmental contexts will be 

segmented both in terms of environmental factors, but also in terms of which firm type 

that is likely to be most beneficial within the context. 

The conceptual framework of the differential and complementary effects of SDO and 

EO on business performance that is developed will have three environmental factors 

moderating and segmenting the impact on business performance:   

 

Technology and Knowledge Intensity: The level of technological development is 

reflected by factors such as in rapidness of technological progress, manufacturing 

complexity (Wang and Hsu 2014).  I will use the OECD definition and segmentation of 

technological intensity, which is based on R&D intensity (OECD 2011). The OECD 

industry-classification of technological intensity can be found in appendix 10.2.  The 

technological intensity is focusing on the manufacturing industries. In service-industries 

knowledge-intensity is a more commonly used measure. In this paper, the European 

Comission (2012) classification of knowledge-intensity will be used (see appendix 

10.2).   

 

Consumer Involvement: Consumer Involvement refers to how involved the consumers 

are in the products and how much effort they put to the buying process; level of planned 

versus impulse purchases. Consumer involvement differs between individuals (Laurent 

and Kapferer 1985), however some industries would generally have higher consumer 

involvement than others. There is a higher consumer involvement on average within the 

automotive market than within the toilet paper market.  Firms need to manage their 

relation and communication towards consumers depending on the level of consumer 

involvement (Laurent and Kapferer 1985).  I will measure consumer involvement in 

terms of customer participation (CP), which by Chan et al. (2010) is defined as  “…a 

behavioral construct that measures the extent to which customers provide/ share 

information, make suggestions, and become involved in decision making.”  
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Environmental Turbulence: Turbulent environments are characterized by uncertainties 

about the future and are therefor more difficult to predict. “Turbulent environments 

increase both an organization's external linkages and the rate of change in those 

linkages” (Haleblian & Finkelstein 1993 p 845).  Firms that are better at taking in, 

process and respond to environmental requirements are more successful in such 

environments (Haleblian & Finkelstein 1993).  

 

While there are clear differences in terms conceptual foci and priorities between EO and 

SDO, relating both then results in managerially highly relevant and theoretically 

valuable combinations. That is, both orientations can be structured into a matrix of 

high/low EO and/or SDO. This matrix is shown in Figure 2 and portrays four different 

strategic types that emerge from this interrelated perspective. Thereby, proactive types 

refer to more entrepreneurially oriented firms (in contrast to conservative), and co-

creator types show higher SDO tendencies (in contrast to dominating firms). In 

following, we are going to briefly outline the nature and potential fit of each strategic 

type.  

 

3.2.4 Proactive Dominator 

The Proactive Dominator type is characterized by relatively high EO and lower SDO. 

Environments where firms with high EO are likely to be most successful are 

characterized by being highly technological with an intense competition with short 

product life cycles and high R&D spending (Rauch et al. 2009). Firms with a high EO 
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are more likely to take chances and focus on innovation rather than approaching new 

opportunities with caution (Anderson et al. 2014). The EO innovativeness characteristic 

helps companies to deliver new technology, thrive on the dynamics of the industry, 

while proactiveness can help firms in getting first mover advantages (Morgan et al. 

2014). The risk-taking attitude would also be of advantage for the Proactive Dominator 

since the uncertainty of the future would demand firms to take risks in order to stay 

ahead. Although research within SDO argues that companies no longer can act 

autonomously in designing products/services (Karpen et al. 2012), within many high 

tech industries the customer might not know what they want because the option does 

not exist yet. Proactive Dominators are likely to believe that they have greater 

knowledge than the market concerning what the next big thing will be and that focusing 

on the wants of the current market would only help with incremental changes. Apple is 

a good example of a successful firm with this mindset, and maybe especially Steve Jobs 

was who stated that “a lot of times, people don’t know what they want until you show it 

to them.” (Businessweek 1998)  

 

Proposition 1: The proactive dominator type particularly fits high technology, highly 

competitive and knowledge intensive industries.  

 

3.2.2 Proactive Co-creator 

The Proactive Co-creator shows both high SDO and EO tendencies. It is important both 

to have well developed innovative, proactive, competitive and risk-taking organizational 

resources internally but it is also important to include, empower, develop and 

collaborate with value-network partners and manage the service ecosystem. Having 

both dynamic and adaptive capabilities help the firm to adapt to the market and 

innovate. Google is an example of a Proactive Co-creator. Google’s Android illustrates 

where the firm leverages its SDO capabilities to co-create: “Not only does Android 

benefit consumers, who have more choice and innovative new mobile experiences, but 

it opens up revenue opportunities for carriers, manufacturers and developers” (Google 

2015). When reading Google’s philosophy you can also detect signs of EO capabilities 

such as proactiveness, innovation and risk-taking: “Through innovation and iteration, 

we aim to take things that work well and improve upon them in unexpected ways (...) 

Even if you don’t know exactly what you’re looking for, finding an answer on the web 
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is our problem, not yours. We try to anticipate needs not yet articulated by our global 

audience, and meet them with products and services that set new standards.” (Google 

2015) The Proactive Co-creator is again most likely to be seen in a turbulent 

environment with a high technology- and knowledge intensity, however, with consumer 

involvement at the same time. The outside-in focus of SDO capabilities help the firm to 

co-create, respond and understand their service-eco system, while EO helps the firm to 

create innovations and stay ahead of the competition. Being this strategic type with both 

highly developed EO and SDO is likely to be costly since it would most probably 

require more resources than the three other orientation sets. 

 

Proposition 2: The proactive co-creator type particularly fits highly competitive and 

knowledge intensive industries with high consumer involvement.  

 

3.2.3 Conservative Dominators 

Conservative Dominators are firms that have both low EO and SDO capabilities. As 

discussed earlier using the terminology of Day (2011); EO has a larger focus on 

dynamic inside-out capabilities, whereas SDO is prioritizing adaptive outside-in 

capabilities. The conservative dominators’ capabilities are likely to be more static and 

thus less developed than firms with high EO or SDO.  The static capabilities help the 

firm to have efficient routinized processes, but these capabilities are hard to adapt or 

change (Day 2011).  Thus the Conservative Dominator is likely to be seen in a stable 

environment with low technological and knowledge intensity. By keeping investments 

in EO and SDO capabilities low, firms can keep their costs down and compete on price. 

Lidl, a German discount grocery store chain is an example of a Conservative 

Dominator. Lidl is competing by delivering “outstanding value for money” (Lidl 2015). 

Examples of how Lidl is keeping costs down can be read in the company principles 

communicated on its website, two of which state “efficient decision making and simple 

working practices ensure our success” and “we grow through expansion and continuous 

improvement in our stores”. Focus evolves around efficiency of processes rather than 

EO or SDO characteristics of being proactively innovative or co-creative. Not being 

proactively innovative or co-creative would make the Conservative-Dominator 

vulnerable to change. 
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Proposition 3: The conservative dominator type particularly fits low technology and low 

knowledge intense industries with low environmental turbulence. 

 

3.2.4 Conservative Co-creator 

The conservative co-creator describes high SDO but lower EO. Having a high focus on 

SDO enables firms to be successful in co-creating experiences with customers (Karpen 

et al. 2012). They are expected to be seen on markets where the products or services 

themselves are not that high-tech but where customers are engaged in the specific 

products or services. Here technology can facilitate engagement and make the value-

network more effective and efficient in the value-co-creation. With their focus on 

adaptive capabilities, Conservative Co-creators are likely to be very good at 

experimental learning and to anticipate and respond to the market (Day 2011).  Lego 

Group (Lego) is an example of a Conservative Co-creator, they even have an own 

department called community engagement that is responsible for the co-creation with 

Lego- fans (Davidi 2014). One of the co-creation communities is called LEGO ideas, 

here Lego-fans are able to create their own Lego-sets which other fans can vote for, if 

the project reaches 10 000 supporters it will be reviewed and potentially made into a 

official Lego-set. For this, the fan that created the Lego-set, gets rewarded 1% of the 

total net sales (The LEGO Group 2015). In an interview made by Davidi (2014), Peter 

Espensen, head of community co- creation at Lego states: “our fans are inspired by what 

our designers do and then we are inspired by what they do. So it's this good ecosystem 

of experiences and excitement.” Having a high degree of SDO would help managing 

such a community both in terms of the relationship with value-network partners but also 

in educating and empower them, and by that co-creating a better service and more value 

for the firm and the other actors within the service-ecosystem. More inside-out focused 

EO capabilities would be of lesser value under such circumstances. Having a 

community like this is not possible for all firms, consumers have to be very involved, 

and also able to understand how the innovation process works to be able to take part in 

the co-creation. 

Proposition 4: The conservative dominator type particularly fits low technology 

industries with a high consumer involvement. 
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4.0 Hypotheses Development  
 

4.2 Relationship between EO, SDO and Performance 
 

Now the relationship between SDO and EO has been discussed and four firm strategic 

types has been developed, this conceptual framework is illustrated in Figure 3 below. In 

this chapter each firm type’s impact on business performance will be discussed and 

hypothesized based on this framework.  Firms EO and SDO score relative to the other 

firms who have answered the questionnaire determine the different firm types. 

 

 
To be constantly innovative and grow sales in an ever-changing environment is one of 

the biggest challenges for today’s firms (Baker et al. 2015). Innovation performance 

will therefor also be a measure of performance in this paper. Both SDO and EO has 

been shown to have a positive effect on a firm’s performance: Engelen et al. (2014) 

state that “A major tenet is that firms with strong EO outperform other firms” and 

Karpen et al. (2015 p. 89) argues that ”A firm’s ability to offer better service and to co-

create valuable customer experiences is critically important to achieving competitive 
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advantage.” A big unanswered question is: What is the differential and complementary 

impact of these orientations and under which circumstances? EO is mainly focused on 

dynamic inside-out capabilities which are helping the firm to be very effective and 

innovative internally (Day 2011). However, compared to SDO, EO is lacking adaptive 

capabilities which helps a firm to anticipate changes in the market and adapt their 

processes and capabilities so that it fits the new circumstances (Day 2011). This creates 

advantages and disadvantages for both orientations. If the EO firm happens to hit the 

target and have greater knowledge than the market of what the future holds, the EO-

focused firm is likely to have a great advantage compared to other firms. On the other 

hand, there is a risk for the EO-firm to become path dependent and be too focused on 

their own knowledge, thus if the path change the EO-firm would have a really hard time 

adapting. For the SDO firm they are more likely to keep in tune with the market and 

have less risk of becoming path dependent while still having a greater absorptive 

capacity. However, they will have a hard time to compete against the EO firms who 

took a risk and  had the knowledge before the market. In that case the EO firm would be 

likely to be more efficient and have a greater absorptive capacity due to becoming path 

dependent on the right “path”.  In high-tech industries the changes can often be 

revolutionary and a lot of risk is involved. Therefor: 

H1: Entrepreneurial Oriented firms who are in high-tech industries are the most and 

the least successful.  

In low-tech industries changes are likely to be more incremental and more focus is on 

the consumers and the environment, SDO firms with their adaptive capabilities are 

likely to anticipate and adapt to these market changes. Therefor: 

H2: Service-Dominant Oriented firms who are in low-tech industries are the most 

successful. 

 

4.3 Relationship between Proactive Dominators and performance 
Proactive Dominators are highly entrepreneurial oriented but lack service-dominant 

orientation, which can make the Proactive Dominator less adaptive than Conservative 

Co-creators and Proactive Co-creators in turbulent environments. Engelen et al. (2014) 

calls for dynamic-capabilities in order for entrepreneurial oriented firms to reach their 

full potential, especially in turbulent environments. Dynamic capabilities are focusing 
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on fitness and effectiveness and are able to adapt and reconfigure in regards to the 

circumstances. Dynamic capabilities help firms to adapt and develop new recourses in 

relation to the market demand (Day 2011).  Engelen et al. (2014) implicitly claims that 

the innovative, proactive and risk-taking resources of EO are static. Static resources are 

unable to help the firm to find “new ways for delivering customer value or reaching the 

market through new channels” (Day 2011). If looking at the two resources that 

Lumpkin and Dess (1996) add (autonomy and competitive aggressiveness), I would 

consider autonomy likely to be dynamic while competitive aggressiveness a static 

resource. Day (2011) also adds the dimension of inside-out – outside-in thinking, 

pointing out that dynamic capabilities are based on an inside-out thinking. With their 

heavy focus on EO the Proactive Dominator is likely to have a greater inside-out focus, 

and less focused on ‘adaptive capabilities’ which have an outside-in perspective with a 

focus on anticipating and responding to the environment and adapt. This is similar to 

how the capabilities of how SDO work and therefor Conservative Co-creators and 

Proactive co-creators who have a high SDO are likely to be more successful than 

proactive dominators in turbulent environments.   

H3:  Proactive Dominators perform worse than Conservative Co-creators and 

Proactive Co-creators in turbulent environments.  

However compared to the Conservative Dominator who lack focus on both EO and 

SDO the Proactive Dominators are likely to be superior in turbulent environments. An 

environment with a lot of uncertainty is likely to be driven by firms that are proactive, 

innovative, competitively aggressive and risk-taking. Lumpkin and Dess (2001) argues 

that EO is a multidimensional construct where the dimensions of EO do not always co-

vary. A firm with a high degree of proactiveness is likely to respond better to an 

environment of uncertainty and rapid change than a firm with relatively high 

competitive aggressiveness (Lumpkin and Dess 2001). On the other hand if there is 

little uncertainty and a stable environment with intense competition the firm with a high 

competitive aggressiveness is more like to be successful (Lumpkin and Dess 2001).   

 

H2: Proactive Dominators perform better than Conservative Dominators in turbulent 

environments 
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An environment where Proactive Dominators are likely to be most successful is 

characterized by a being highly technological with an intense competition with short 

product life cycles and high R&D spending. The innovativeness help the company to 

deliver new technology while pro-activeness can help the firm in getting first mover 

advantages. The risk-taking attitude would also be to the advantage of the Proactive 

Dominator since the uncertainty of the future would demand firms to take risks in order 

to stay ahead. Although research within SD-logic argues that companies no longer can 

act autonomously in designing products (Karpen et al. 2012), within many high tech 

industries the customer might not know what they want because the option does not 

exist yet. Therefor:  

 

H4: Proactive Dominators perform better than Conservative Dominators and 

Conservative Co-creators in high tech industries 

 

The lack of SDO could also be a problem where the consumers are very involved in the 

buying process since the whole experience then becomes more important.  As Julian 

(2014 p66) points out that EO firms are more technology-driven than market-driven, 

which can cause problems for a Proactive Dominator who does not have the 

complementary capabilities of SDO to get a market perspective. This can hinder the 

Proactive Dominator from understanding the consumer sufficiently in an environment 

with high involvement which would be easier for firm types with SDO capabilities. 

Thus:  

 

H5: Proactive Dominators perform worse than Conservative Co-Creators and 

Proactive Co-creators when the consumers are highly involved.  

 

4.4 Relationship between Proactive Co-creators and performance 
Proactive Co-creators have both a high EO and SDO and with this combination they are 

likely both to be good at engineering efficient and effective service-ecosystem and keep 

up with the innovation intensity in high tech industries.  The SDO is likely to 

complement the EO; making Proactive Co-creators better performers than Proactive 

Dominators. The outside-in focus of SDO would make the company very flexible and 

receptive towards their environment, while the high EO would help the company be 
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quick and innovative in their delivery of the service. This is likely to be most evident in 

turbulent environments. Therefor:  

 

H6: Proactive Co-creators perform better than other firm-types in turbulent 

environments 

 

In high-tech industries the Proactive Co-creator will mainly benefit from the EO of the 

firm, as the innovativeness and proactiveness would help the firm in their R&D 

processes. However since we live in a world with scarce resources, having both EO and 

SDO would mean that they the Proactive Co-creator not have as well developed EO 

resources as the Proactive Dominator, but more so than the Conservative Co-creator and 

the Conservative Dominator. Therefor: 

 

H7: Proactive Co-creators perform better than Conservative Dominators and 

Conservative Co-creators but worse Proactive Dominators in high tech industries.  

 

The outside-in perspective of the Proactive Co-creator stemming from its SDO will help 

the firm to collaborate with consumers and understand their needs. The SDO-

capabilities will also help the Proactive Co-creator to understand to which extent 

individual consumers wants to be involved (Karpen et al. 2012), and by this adapt their 

offerings to create better customer-experiences and more value in total. But similarly to 

the comparison with Proactive Dominators in a high-tech industry, the Proactive Co-

creator would be less successful than the Conservative Co-Creator who is a more fully 

focused SDO firm. Therefor the hypotheses for Proactive Co-creators in environments 

with high consumer involvements is the following:  

 

H8: Proactive Co-creators perform better than Proactive Dominators and Conservative 

Dominators when high consumer involvement but worse than Conservative Co-

Creators. 

 

4.5 Relationship between Conservative Dominators and performance 
Conservative Dominators are likely to be seen in low-tech stable environments with low 

consumer involvement, where the service-ecosystems are very stable and established 

and the products are basic. The Conservative Dominator is focused on static 
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capabilities. Static capabilities help the firm to have efficient routinized processes, but 

these capabilities are hard to adapt or change (Day 2011). Their low investments in 

resources related to both EO and SDO would make Conservative Dominators 

vulnerable if any changes occur, both internal and external.  However low investment 

would also keep the costs down as long as the environment is stable.  But even though 

the Conservative Dominators might have low costs, it is not certain that they are 

utilizing their resource as effective as for example the collaborator who – due to 

developmental- and concerted interaction capabilities – manage a more efficient value-

network with partners and customer who together with the firm are able to utilize the 

resources more efficient in the value co-creation process.  Using the terminology of Day 

(2011) the capabilities of the Conservative Dominators are mainly “static” meaning that 

the capabilities are stable and process activities are routinized giving the firm an inside-

out focus on internal efficiency and replicability of its processes. Having these 

capabilities are most likely to be successful in stable, low-tech environments with a low 

consumer involvement. Lidl, a German discount grocery store chain is an example of a 

Conservative Dominator. Lidl is competing by delivering “outstanding value for 

money” (Lidl 2015). Examples of how Lidl is keeping costs down can be read in the 

company principles communicated on its website, two of which state “efficient decision 

making and simple working practices ensure our success” and “we grow through 

expansion and continuous improvement in our stores”. Focus evolves around efficiency 

of processes rather than EO or SDO characteristics of being proactively innovative or 

co-creative. Not being proactively innovative or co-creative would make the 

Conservative Dominator vulnerable to change. 

 

H9: Conservative Dominators perform best in low-tech industries in less turbulent 

environments with low consumer involvement. 

 

4.6 Relationship between Conservative Co-creators and performance 
Conservative Co-creators have a high SDO but low EO. Karpen et al. (2015) research 

points out that especially retail firms can benefit from adapting SDO with their well 

developed ability to co-create value. In line with this thinking Conservative Co-creators 

are likely to be seen in low-tech industries with a turbulent environment and high 

consumer involvement.  With their high degree of SDO they would be likely to be 

flexible in regards to consumer needs and changing preferences, effectively managing 
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and creating advantageous service-ecosystem. A high SDO means that the firm see 

value as something being created by the consumer rather than the firm and the firm’s 

services and products are facilitators of this value creation (Karpen et al. 2012). With 

this outside-in thinking and the lack of EO resources, the Conservative Co-Creator 

would not be likely to have a competitive advantage in high-tech industries because 

their lack of focus on technological innovation and risk-taking.  The individuated 

interaction capabilities (Karpen et al 2012) of the Conservative Co-creator would help 

the firm understand the circumstances and context of individual customers, furthermore 

the mutuality of the relational interaction capabilities will help to build trust and 

strengthen the relationship to customers (Karpen et al. 2012). The social and emotional 

links can serve as competitive advantage and would be hard to copy for competitors. 

This together with the other capabilities related to SDO is likely to make the 

Conservative Co-creator firm type advantageous in environments where the consumers 

are highly involved.  

 

H10: Conservative Co-creator perform best in low-tech industries with high consumer 

involvement. 
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5.0 Methodology & Research Philosophy 
 

5.1 Research Philosophy 
By having a deductive research approach where hypotheses are developed and 

quantitatively tested on the basis of theories of SDO (Karpen et al. 2012; Karpen et al. 

2015) and EO (Miller 1983, Lumpkin & Dess 1996, Rauch et al. 2009, Anderson et al. 

2015), this thesis would be considered to be having a positivistic research philosophy. A 

positivistic research philosophy is characterized by a notion that a phenomenon can be 

viewed objectively (Bryman 2011).  By taking a positivist stance it is also possible to 

use theory when building hypotheses and test these when trying to explain a 

phenomenon (Bryman 2011). This fits well with the purpose of this thesis that is trying 

to find the differential and complementary impact of SDO and EO on business 

performance. It is my belief that valuable academic and practical knowledge can be 

gained by creating hypotheses based on EO and SDO theories and test these 

quantitatively surveying firms in Sweden and Denmark.  It should be noted that 

positivism also is criticized for being a shallow form of data collection in a world where 

there is no objective truth (Bryman 2011). Even though there might not be a universal 

truth, and that many phenomena’s are subjective, it is my hope that the findings can be 

helpful and used as a rule of thumb when developing strategies in a rapidly changing 

environment.  

5.2 Data Collection and Samples 
As pointed out earlier; both SDO and EO are firm-level constructs, however since some 

larger firms might have different strategies on a business-unit level the data-collection 

was focused on both a firm and business-unit level.  The hypotheses developed was 

tested by surveying and analyzing the answers of Swedish and Danish publicly traded 

firms on the Nasdaq OMX stock exchange which are the largest stock exchanges in 

Sweden and Denmark. To be able to gather 150 answers it would take a rather big 

sample considering the non-response rate. The OMX stock exchanges in Sweden and 

Denmark makes out the population of 413 firms. This will require a response rate of 

36% of the total population. Slater & Olson (2000) received a response rate of 28% in 

their sample frame in a similar test and argue that this is a pretty common response rate 

in these kinds of studies (they sent on questionnaires through regular mail to top 
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management).  To ensure a high response rate all firms were called up and potential 

respondents in each firm was identified and contacted. To qualify as a potential 

respondent the individual needs to have an overview of the company to be able to 

answer the survey’s as accurately as possible. This would likely be a member of the top 

management of the company. These respondents would also be able to assess the firm 

performance more accurately (Karpen et al. 2015).  Having top managers as 

respondents when investigating a firm’s orientation is also in line with previous 

research (Anderson et al. 2014; Karpen et al. 2015; Zhang et al. 2014; Lumpkin & Dess 

1996) Once contact was established with the respondent they were presented to the 

project and asked to answer a 15 to 20 minutes long survey. They were provided the 

option to either answer the survey directly on the phone or if they would like to do it 

online via a web-based survey. Each survey-link sent out was unique and can only be 

used once to avoid multiple responses from respondents. The respondents are expected 

to have very business schedules and the priority to answer these surveys are likely to be 

very low, therefore it is important to make it as convenient as possible. In order to 

increase the response rate even more, weekly reminders either through phone or email 

was conducted if not a set date was agreed upon.  By using the the surveying tool 

SurveyXact the respondents were able to answer the survey both on their desktop, 

tablets and smartphones, they were also able to come back to where they stopped in an 

unfinished questionnaire.  

 

All 413 listed companies has been approached both through phone and email, which has 

been rather time consuming put it has also proven to be effective.  About 48% of the 

entire population was reached and makes out the sample of top managers in 206 firms 

used in the data collection. Out of the 206 firms where I reached a top manager, 161 

firms agreed to have the questionnaire sent out and out of these 111 opened the 

questionnaire and 85 answered the questionnaire fully, which gave the sent out a 

questionnaires a response rate of 53%. Out of the respondents that actually opened the 

questionnaire, 77% finished the questionnaire. This indicates that the questions and the 

design of the questionnaire has been relevant for the firms and that the length of the 

questionnaire has not been to long.  The median time for those who answered the 

questionnaire in one session was 16 minutes, which indicate that the respondents has 

been thorough enough and put enough time into answering the questionnaire. The main 

reason for not wanting the questionnaire to be sent out among the 45 other firms was 

that they did not feel that they hade the time to participate or in some cases that the firm 
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is going to be de-listed, thus no longer is a part of the correct population.   To be able to 

do a proper analysis in the PLS software, a minimum of 100 responses would have been 

required. However, due to time restrictions and the fact that not more than 85 responses 

have been collected although calling and sending mails, and several reminders it has not 

been possible to reach 100 responses. Therefor the data set of 85 responses has been 

duplicated to 170 in order to be able to do an analysis in the PLS software. 

 

The respondents will be offered an executive summary of the results once the thesis is 

finalized, which also was a way to persuade top managers to respond. 

 

5.2.1 Questionnaire Design 

The questionnaire was created using the online surveying tool SurveyXact. The 

questions in the questionnaire to measure SDO and EO are adapted versions of 

questions that has been developed within the field of EO (Anderson et al. 2014; 

Lumpkin & Dess 1996) and SDO (Karpen et al. 2012; Karpen et al. 2015).  The 

questionnaire is structured so that all questions belonging to each structure are all 

clustered in one question box. For example the relational interaction capability of SDO 

has 5 items, all these five items are presented directly together on one page. On the next 

page a new construct is presented. This is done so that respondents can get a break 

between each question to refresh their mind.  Also, the questionnaire is built up to start 

with ‘easier’ questions so that respondents do not fall out because the survey looks to 

‘heavy’.  In order to make it as easy as possible to respond to the questionnaire it is 

possible for the respondents to answer on their computer, smart-phone, or kindle. Each 

completed page is saved when pressing next, and the respondents can start answering 

the questionnaire on one device and continue on another. For a detailed overview of the 

questionnaire please see appendix 10.1.  

 

5.2.1 Scaling 

To which degree the companies posses the different capabilities manifested in a EO or 

SDO organization is measured through a seven-point Likert-scale. The reason for using 

a non-comparative item scale is because the different measures were not put in relation 

to each other, rather each firm was compared and put in the matrix in relation to the 

other firms surveyed.  Also the Likert-scale is the most commonly used when 
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measuring EO and SDO (Karpen et al. 2012; Karpen et al. 2015; Anderson et al. 2014; 

Zhang et al. 2014; Lumpkin & Dess 1996).  

 

5.3 Measures 

In this section the measures used to develop the questionnaire will be presented and 

discussed.  

 

Service-Dominant Orientation: The questions used to measure the different capabilities 

of Service-Dominant orientation are adapted versions of the questions Karpen et al. 

(2014) used when surveying customers in an automotive retail context.  To fit the 

purpose of this study the questions are adapted to so that they are directed towards firm 

managers.  

 

Entrepreneurial Orientation: In measuring innovativeness, proactiveness, competitive 

aggressiveness and risk-taking an adaption by (Lumpkin and Dess 2001), of the 

Miller/Covin and Slevin (1989) EO scale, where competitive aggressiveness is added, 

was used in combination with Anderson et al. (2014) updated innovativeness, 

proactiveness and risk-taking measures. In addition to this the measurement of 

autonomy recommended by (Lumpkin et al. 2009) was be used.  

 

Knowledge- and Technological Intensity: Technological and knowledge intensity for 

manufacturing firm will be measured using the OECD ISIC rev. (2011) classification 

(see appendix 2).  For non-manufacturing firms the European Commission’s NACE rev. 

(2009) (see appendix 2) definition of technological and knowledge intensity. 

 

Customer Involvement: To measure the customer involvement, the customer 

participation measure developed by Chan et al. (2010) will be used. However this 

measure is originally aimed at customers so the questions are adapted so that they are 

from the point of view of the firm. To make the measure more comparable with the 

other measures in this study, the scale used here is a seven-point Likert-scale instead of 

the five-point originally used. This is something that can weaken the validity of this 

measure since but the nature of the questions are of that kind that the firm’s should be 

able to answer them just as accurately.  
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Environmental Turbulence: Environmental turbulence will be measured using Olson et 

al. (2005) seven-point Likert-scale on market turbulence, which they used in their study 

of strategic orientations and strategy formation.  

 

Competitive Intensity:  To measure competitive intensity Jaworski and Kholi’s (1993) 

three-item measure is used. Taken from the study of Stock and Reiferschied  (2014), 

who also used this measure as a moderating factor in their study.  

 

Absorptive Capacity: In the questionnaire a firm’s absorptive capacity is also 

investigated using an adapted seven-point Likert-scale five-item construct of Wu and 

Voss (2015) measurement.  

 

Innovation Performance: Measure used for innovation performance is a 5-point Likert 

scale taken from Ordanini et al. (2011) measuring radicalness using three item construct 

and also looking at number of innovations implemented during the firm’s last fiscal 

year. 

 

Market Performance: To measure market performance the firm’s performance relative 

to its competitors will be investigated. This is done by a six-item construct developed 

by Homburg and Pflesser (2000) measured using a seven-point Likert-scale. 

 

Financial Performance: Financial performance will be indicated by asking the 

respondents to assess their performance in relation to their expectations and compared 

to their major competitors. The measurement is based on constructs developed by 

Homburg et al. (2012) and Karpen et al. (2015) used in their respective studies. 

 

For more detailed overview of the questionnaire and the measurements used please find 

the questionnaire in Appendix 1. 
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6.0 Results & Analysis 
The collected data of 85 fully answered questionnaires from top managers across firms 

in Sweden and Denmark was duplicated in order to get enough data inputs to make an 

analysis of the results in the PLS-software used.  Because of the duplication of the data, 

it is difficult to generalize based on the findings in this thesis, however the findings 

show high validity and reliability, which is encouraging for further research and makes 

up for some interesting findings. 

 

6.1 Relationship between EO, SDO and Performance 
As a first step in analyzing the relationship between EO and performance, a validation 

of the impact on performance both in regards to the three dimensional EO model 

(Anderson et al. 2014) and the five dimensional EO model (Lumpkin and Dess 1996) 

was done. In the following parts, the analysis and results will be presented.  
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6.1.1 Validation of Direct Structural Model: 3-Dimensional EO and its impact on 

performance outcomes 

 

 

 

 

 
  
 

 

 

 
Figure 4 – Validation 3-Dimensional EO 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 5 – Validation 3-Dimensional EO 2 

 

 

 

 
 

Table 1 – EO3 Validation                    Table 2 – EO3 Reliability 

 

All measurement models showed good reliability statistics and complied with 

discriminant validity requirements (See table 1). Both innovativeness and proactiveness 

show a significant impact (1-star) on market performance, while innovativeness has a 

significant negative impact on financial performance (1-star).  Risk-taking shows no 
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significant impact on any relationship. Market performance shows a strong significant 

impact on financial performance (3-star). As a whole the three dimensions of EO in 

total explain 8% of variance in market performance, which in combination explain 39% 

of variance in financial performance. 

6.1.2 Validation of Direct Structural Model: 5-Dimensional EO and its impact on 

performance outcomes 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 6 – 5-Dimensional EO 

  

 
Table 3 – Discriminant Validity                              Table 4 – Composite Reliability 

  

As well as in the three-dimensional model all measurement models show good 

reliability statistics and comply with discriminant validity requirements (see table 3 and 

4).  Both innovativeness and proactiveness showed a positive significant impact (1-star) 

for t-values see Figure 5. There was no direct impact of any of the five dimensions on 

financial performance. Risk-taking, competitive aggressiveness and autonomy on 

financial performance showed no impact on any performance outcome.  Market 

performance showed a strong significant impact on financial performance (3-star); for t-

values see second figure above. The five dimensions of EO in total explain 9% of 

variance in market performance, which in combination explain 40% of variance in 

market performance and 40% of variance in financial performance. Consequently, 
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adding the two additional dimensions of EO (autonomy and competitive 

aggressiveness) does not add any significant explanatory power to the structural model.  

Hence, the rest of the results analysis will be based on the 3-dimensional EO construct.  

 

6.1.3 Validation of Direct Structural Model: 3-Dimensional EO and its impact on 

performance outcomes, considering firm size and age as control variables 

  
Figure 7 – Impact 3-Dimensional EO 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 8 – Impact 3-Dimensional EO 2 

 

Even when considering the control variables of firm age and firm size, both 

innovativeness and proactiveness retain a positive significant impact (1-star) on market 

performance; for t-values see second figure above. When considering the control 

variables of firm age and firm size, the negative impact of innovativeness on financial 

performance also remains borderline significant negative. Of the control variables, firm 

age (the older the firm) has a significant negative impact on market performance. 
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6.1.4 Validation of Direct Structural Model: 6-Dimensional SDO and its impact on 
performance outcomes 

 
Figure 9 – Validation of SDO 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
            Figure 10 – Validation of SDO 2 

 

 
Table 5 – SDO Reliability  Table 6 – SDO Validity 

 

All measurement models show good reliability statistics and comply with discriminant 

validity requirements (see tables) Only individuated and relational interaction 

capabilities have a positive significant impact (3-star) on market performance; for t-

values see second figure above. This finding is in line with the theoretical discussion of 

both capabilities. Whereas the individuated capability helps the firm to understand the 

value-network partners and prioritize its resources, the relational capability help the 

firm manage its relations within the network.  Of the six SDO dimensions, only 
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concerted interaction capability has a positive impact on financial performance; for t-

value see second figure above; concerted interaction capability is about a firms capacity 

of synchronizing processes and efforts and therefor avoiding unnecessary efforts, which 

helps to reduce costs Overall, SDO explains significantly more variance in market 

performance than EO (35% vs. 8%); these relationship also hold when considering the 

control variables of firm age and size. 

 

6.2 Comparing SDO and EO and their impact on performance outcomes, 

considering firm size and age as control variables 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 11 – Comparing EO & SDO 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 12 – Comparing EO & SDO2 

 

                            
Table 7 – Reliability EO SDO                Table 8 – Reliability EO SDO 2 
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All measurement models show good reliability statistics and comply with discriminant 

validity requirements (see tables). Both EO and SDO have a significant positive impact 

on firm’s innovation performance (both 3-star), while EO is more dominant in this 

regard; see t-values etc. above. In a concurrent analysis, only SDO has a significant 

positive impact on market performance, while EO has no significant impact; see t-

values etc. above. Both EO and SDO have a significant impact on firm’s financial 

performance (both 2-star); however, the significant impact of EO however is negative in 

contrast to SDO; hence, while SDO pays off in terms of innovation performance, 

market performance and financial performance for the firm, EO is likely to have a 

negative impact on financial performance.  In total, the model explains 50% of variance 

in innovation performance, and 32% in market performance and finally 38% in financial 

performance, considering a direct strong impact of market performance on financial 

performance; these relationships and figures hold despite controlling for firm age 

(which itself still has a negative impact on market performance) and size. From this 

analysis it’s evident that SDO is strategically much more valuable (at least in the short-

term) than focusing on EO. On a side note, the link between innovation performance 

and market performance while positive was not significant; the strong impact of SDO 

on market performance seems of override the innovation performance impact. 
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6.3 Comparing SDO and EO configurations and their impact on 

performance outcomes  

 

 

  
Figure 13 – Results SDO & EO Configurations       
  
All measurement models show good reliability statistics and comply with discriminant 

validity requirements. Proactive Dominator has a slightly significant negative impact on 

market performance. Proactive Co-creator has no significant impact on market or 

financial performance (but close to a positive impact on market performance). The 

Conservative Dominator configuration has a significant negative impact on market 

performance (3-star); see t-values in the second figure each, which in turn is likely to 

diminish the market performance - financial performance relationship. The 

Conservative Co-creator configuration has a significant positive impact on market 

performance (1-star); see t-values in the second figure each, which in turn is likely to 

further drive the market performance - financial performance relationship. Given the 

borderline significance of some of the relationships, a bigger data set would provide 

more statistical power and confidence in drawing meaningful conclusions. 
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6.4 Comparing SDO and EO configurations (Proactive Co-creator and 

Conservative Co-creator) and their impact on performance outcomes under 

external market turbulence and competitive intensity conditions 

 
Figure 14 – Comparing Proactive Co-Creator & Conservative Co-Creator  

 

Market turbulence has a significant positive impact on the firm’s market performance, 

while competitive intensity has a significant negative impact on market and financial 

performance; see t-values in second figure. Both constellations, the Proactive Co-

creator and Conservative Co-creator have a significant positive impact on market 

performance, however the Conservative Co-creator is dominating. However, there was 

no significant moderating effect between market turbulence or competitive intensity and 

any of the two configurations (Proactive Co-Creator and Conservative Co-creator) with 

regards to performance outcomes. 
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6.5 Comparing SDO and EO configurations (Proactive Co-creator and 

Conservative Co-creator) and their impact on performance outcomes under 

external market turbulence and competitive intensity conditions, and 

internal adaptability conditions 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 15 – Configurations & External factors 

 

The market turbulence and competitive intensity effects on market and financial 

performance remain as above. Interestingly, a firm’s adaptability has a significant 

positive impact on both market and financial performance. When adding adaptability, 

market turbulence and competitive intensity, the positive impact on market performance 

remains for both Conservative and Proactive Co-creator types, which is re-encouraging 

regarding their strength in predicting performance. Importantly though, there is a 

significant moderating impact of a firm’s adaptability on the conservative Co-creator- 

market performance relationship. That is, a firm’s adaptability positively contributes to 

the impact of the Conservative Co-creator. There is no such moderating impact for the 

Proactive Co-creator configuration. There is no such equivalent direct or moderating 

impact of a firm’s absorptive capacity on market and financial performance. 
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7.0 Discussion & Conclusion 
As discussed in the introduction, a firm needs the right sets of capabilities and 

entrepreneurial approach in order to be competitive. By creating a matrix of four 

strategic types based on SDO and EO, and then testing how they perform empirically, it 

has been my hope to gain knowledge to answer two main questions:  

 

• What is the relative impact of each orientation’s performance? 

• What is the optimal configuration/combination of SDO/EO within the matrix? 

 

 

By investigating research done in both the field of SDO and EO and then comparing the 

theoretical differences and similarities, a conceptual framework of four strategic types 

has been created and presented, namely; Proactive Dominators, Proactive Co-Creators, 

Conservative Dominators and Conservative Co-Creators. Each of these types was 

proposed to have different impact on business performance depending on environmental 

moderators. To test both the complementary and differential impact of SDO and EO and 

the optimal configuration based on the strategic types, top managers in 85 firms across 

Sweden and Denmark were surveyed. Based on the results of this study, one can find 

several differential and complementary impact factors on performance between EO and 

SDO. Both EO and SDO show a positive impact on innovation performance whereas 

EO is a more costly way to achieve this performance with a negative impact on 

financial performance. However a firm who has both low EO and low SDO is 

performing worse than all other configurations. With the results in mind the hypotheses 

developed earlier will now be discussed. For further research it would be interesting to 

look closer in to the high/low-technological aspect of the environment, which is left out 

from the results. The reason for leaving this out is for the additional data needed to have 

a meaningful discussion on this subject. The external moderators investigated showed to 

have no moderating effect on the performance of the different strategic types. Since the 

hypotheses was built upon the belief that the different that the strategic types would 

perform differently moderated by environmental factors they are all rejected based on 

the sample analyzed. However because of the size of the sample, this is not a finding 

that can be generalized on a larger scale. The different strategic types show different 

impact on business performance, thus helping answering the question about the 

differential and complementary effects of EO and SDO.  Although the environmental 
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factors did not prove to moderate the performance of the different strategic types still 

some interesting findings can be linked to the theoretical discussion. Having low focus 

on both EO and SDO showed to be the least favorable strategic type to choose. As the 

business climate is getting more complex and competitive, the results indicate that a 

firm cannot only focus on efficiency and cost cutting as the case with the Conservative 

Dominator. Proactive firms showed good innovative performance but on the expense of 

financial performance. Here one should consider that this survey was taking in one 

point in time. If the environments that the firms are active in would change drastically, 

it might be that this innovation performance also would pay of financially. On this note 

it would be interesting to follow a group of companies of each strategic type for a 

longer period of time to see how they would perform.  In terms of market performance, 

the Co-creators showed to be most successful which might be derived from their more 

open stance to the market and ability to manage the relations within their service-

ecosystem. The more focused of these types – the Conservative Co-creator - showed to 

be most successful in terms of market performance. This is in line with the discussion of 

focus when operating with scarce resource.  

 

The relative impact of the different orientations has been shown to differ, and indeed it 

has been shown that these two orientations are interesting to look at in combination. The 

more Service-Dominant Oriented focused strategic types has been shown to have a 

greater positive impact on financial and market performance than strategic firm types 

more focused on Entrepreneurial Orientation, whereas the Entrepreneurial Oriented 

firms have a greater impact on innovation performance. But since innovation is costly, 

this affects the financial performance, which is also indicated in the findings of this 

thesis.  By developing four strategic types based on SDO and EO, and mapping in 

surveyed companies into these types, the optimal configuration/combination of EO and 

SDO has been investigated.  The types impact of performance hold even when 

considering moderating effects of market turbulence and consumer involvement. The 

performance of the Conservative Co-Creator has been shown to be the best performing 

strategic type. However since the Proactive firm types have a grater innovation 

performance, one could argue that these types could win if there is a drastic change to 

the market. To be able to give a full answer to these questions, more research needs to 

be done, both in terms of longitudinal research and surveying a greater data set. To 

complement these findings it could also be interesting to do qualitative interviews with 

different strategic firm types in order to get a more nuanced picture of each type. It is 
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my hope that this thesis has opened the eyes for looking at SDO and EO in combination 

rather than as two separate schools of thought. Firms are much more complex than that, 

and is more likely to show degrees of both orientations rather than either or.  

 

By having developed a conceptual framework around the four strategic types; Proactive 

Dominator, Proactive Co-Creator, Conservative Dominator and Conservative Co-

Creator, this thesis has opened up for further research and discussion on the subject of 

complementary different and differential impact of SDO and EO on business 

performance. It has also shed light on some managerial implications in terms of what 

capabilities that are worth investing when trying to reach different performance goals, 

whether it is market, financial or innovation performance.  
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